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Abstract - The development of telecommunication has helped iatrogenic economic process of states. In India the 
telecommunication sector was government monopolized since independence. easement of the Indian economy brought ocean 
of changes in varied sectors then in telecommunication sector. This paper studies the transition of telecommunication sector 
pre and post privatization. 
The telecommunication sector witnessed large growth once it had been opened to the personal sector. The developments 
within the telecommunication sector helped the opposite sectors in their operation. Privatization of Telecommunication has 
created it simply reasonable to someone that helps India to grow from all aspects. India may be a large country with 
monumental population.  
Physical proximity has continuously been a challenge to the folks. Be it some personal crisis or a business want, to succeed 
in the various corners of the country had taken days and months. however things have modified with the assistance of 
telecommunication. the expansion and penetration of telecommunication haven't solely improved the overall communication 
however even have improved completely different sectors of the economy. 
The telephones that were considered to be the sign of " luxury " few years back area unit currently " necessity " product. 
Modernization and growth of the many sectors of Indian economy came with the expansion of telecommunication. The 
revolution of Indian telecommunication started with the vision of creating telecommunication accessible. Post easement of 
the world, India has become the second largest telecommunication market of the globe following China. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the 80s, the telecommunications sector has 
been mostly formed by a collection of market 
reforms that are applied worldwide. These reforms 
have enclosed the easement of the 
telecommunications sector, above all, the gap to 
competition of the mounted and cellular segments of 
the trade usually including the privatization of the 
fixed-line incumbent operator. These 
changes are generally amid the creation 
of restrictive agencies freelance from the political 
administration associate degree exceedingly in a 
very} sector wherever regulation and competition 
policy are enjoying an progressively vital role within 
the functioning of markets. 
Building over quite twenty years of expertise, the end 
result of privatization across {different 
totally completely different completely different} 
regions raises a vital question: ought to this reform 
apply equally to countries at different stages of 
development within the telecommunications sector 
and within the overall economy? Arguably, the 
success of privatization is contingent 
upon personal investors’ perception 
of native conditions. for instance, investors face 
divergent incentives in OECD 
countries characterized by excess provide and in non-
OECD countries wherever excess demand is very the 
norm. 
  
Varied factors influence personal investors’ call to 
enter the telecommunications market in a very given 
country. Relevant determinants of investment 

priorities area unit wealth, population distribution, 
geographical location, political responsibleness, 
country risk, and standing of the telecommunications 
sector within the country. associate degree overall 
examination of the assorted regions of the 
world through these lens reveals that there area 
unit systematic variations among them on these 
dimensions. 
The OECD countries seem because the the foremost 
engaging locations, followed by Latin American and 
Caribbean countries, and later by African countries. 
Among African countries, resource-
scarce inland economies get by massive the worst 
ranking within the investors’ preference scale, during 
this paper, we tend to perform associate 
degree empirical analysis of the impact of 
privatization of fixed-line operators on network 
growth, tariffs, and potency with the 
aim of lightness vital variations among OECD 
countries, Latin American and Caribbean countries, 
African resource wealthy countries, African resource 
scarce coastal countries, and African resource scarce 
land- a pair of bolted countries. 
The most motivation for this work is to bring some 
new insights to the talk on the impact of privatization 
of fixed-line operators on the event of the 
telecommunications sector. The govt of India has 
adopted many measures to supply a business friendly 
surroundings for firms within the Indian 
telecommunication market whereas competitory with 
one another. As a result of the fast advancement in 
technologies, the telecommunication operators of 
India area unit operating actively so as to adapt 
themselves to the ever-changing technology to 
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continue existing within the market. The objectives of 
the analysis study are:-  
 To investigate the history and evolution of the 

Indian telecommunication trade. 
 To review the govt telecommunication policies. 
 To spot this trends within the Indian 

telecommunication trade and its growth. 
 To review the long run growth opportunities 

within the Indian telecommunication trade 
 
This study predicated on secondary knowledge 
obtained from the telecommunication regulatory 
agency of India (TRAI), Department of 
Telecommunication (DoT) and also the reports from 
Government  of India and different sources. 
completely different telecommunication magazines, 
newspapers and journals were consulted for gathering 
of data. 
Info was conjointly collected by holding discussions 
and interviews with knowledgeable persons used at 
completely different levels in varied 
telecommunication firms of India.  
This study has been conducted to depict the history 
and evolution, gift trends and future opportunities 
within the telecommunication trade of India. Here, 
the research worker has conjointly mentioned 
regarding the assorted Government 
telecommunication Policies that govern this trade. the 
assorted milestones of the Indian telecommunication 
trade just like the Growth of Telephones (fixed and 
mobile), Tele-density in rural and concrete areas, 
Wireless and Wire line Communication. 
 
Telecommunications Restructuring: 
As in most countries, the telecommunications sector 
was totally in hand by the govt and run beneath the 
Department of Telecommunications. In might 1988, a 
call was taken to separate the functions of regulation 
and operation in telecommunications. The legal 
framework was provided for by the 
Telecommunications Act 1988 that conjointly 
allowed for the creation of a Telecommunication 
Authority (Ministry of Telecommunications and data 
Technology 1997a). 
 
Privatization was viewed as an important ingredient 
in reaching the general telecommunications policy of 
the country the precise policy measures:  

 New Legislation – repealing of 
Telecommunications Act 1988 

 A new regulatory body 2 This Bill did not 
materialize.  

 Transformation of government’s primary 
role to being a policy maker as opposed to 
being the provider of services. 

 Progressive Divestment by Government of 
its equity shares in Mauritius Telecom to 
investors  

 The gradual introduction of competition and 
liberalization of the sector. 

 
The undertaking of the Government was transferred 
to Mauritius Telecommunications Services (MTS) 
Ltd. The company changed its name to Mauritius 
Telecom (MT) following a merger of the domestic 
and international services previously provided by 
Overseas Telecommunications Services Ltd (OTS). 
Despite the change in status of the industry, the 
government was indirectly involved in the operations 
of the industry through its majority ownership in MT. 
 
Major Milestones of The Indian Telecom 
Industry: 
The Indian Telecom Industry comprises of various 
segments that are an indicator of its growth and 
development. It is broadly divided into two segments, 
Fixed Communication and Mobile Communication. 
Nowadays, there is a rapid growth in the field of 
mobile communication as compared to fixed 
communication due to an increasing demand for 
cellular phones . The technologies like GSM and 
CDMA. are adopted by the Indian Telecom Industry 
Different service providers offer both fixed as well as 
mobile communication while operating in various 
service areas of India. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
It is often over that the Indian telecommunication 
trade contributes considerably to the socioeconomic 
development of India. It's an important tool for the 
expansion of the state.  
 
The assorted telecommunication service suppliers 
provide voice and knowledge services to the 
purchasers across completely different regions of the 
country as well as each urban and rural areas thereby 
facilitating the expansion of this trade.  
 
As a result of the fast advancement in technologies, 
the telecommunication operators of India area unit 
operating actively so as to adapt themselves to the 
ever-changing technology to continue existing within 
the market. 
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